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One of the main characteristics of a contents management
system based on a wiki engine, is that starting from scratch,
as the contributors feed more and more contents, a
complex relationship of web pages emerges, facilitating the
navigation through them. One can create a completely new
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page, encode links for external or internal pages, embed
images or point to files already uploaded into the system.
Those internal links which do not exist yet, will be marked
with a question mark; the users can create the
corresponding pages the first time they click on those links.
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Although the edit panel has a very
intuitive button-based interface (see
above), most markup can be set up
by inserting specific characters.
When editing, a help button appears
on top of the web page, where
further info can be retrieved for
those markups (see below). Plugins
can be accessed via that menu too.

In the late years, wiki technology has been adopted by many communities
to share data through the Internet. A wiki ['wi:ki:] is a website that allows
visitors to add, remove, and edit content. The word wiki is a Hawaiian word
meaning "quick". Wiki systems are therefore designed so that their content
can be made available in a quick and uncomplicated manner. Wikis allow
for linking among any number of pages. This ease of interaction and
operation makes a wiki an effective tool for mass collaborative authoring.

There are many systems
already available to share
files, like DropBox or
GoogleDocs, however, the
wiki has the capability to add
meta-data to the uploaded
files. Meta-data can help to
find related documents,
including wiki pages as well
as files or images, when
doing whole site searches.
Furthermore, this wiki
engine can store image
files into a separate set
of galleries. Those image galleries can be browsed like the file galleries,
but also via a thumbnails
slide-show panel (see
rightmost box).

This is an ''example'' of __what can be done__
~~#0000FF:===with the editor===~~.
Linking to local pages, ((IMPB 2010|like this)), %%% is as easy
as to external ones, [http://planarian.bio.ub.es|like this].
{img src="img/wiki_up/kami23-doubtux-4023.png" }

You can easily join the EuroPlanNet community !!!
Just click over the Register button and became a member !!!
Wikis
can
help
to
crystallize
Communities by providing a common
space where to share and discuss
ideas that can benefit other groups on
the Internet. This is not incompatible
with having private spaces where to
develop those ideas or to define
specific work-groups.

EuroPlanNet wiki has a
complete calendar system,
which can contain events
stored into different subcalendars. Users can have
also their own calendars,
which can be integrated or
not into the main display.
Events on the calendar can
be announced through the
"Upcoming events" panel.
Among other features available from the
TikiWiki engine, one can cite the Articles
system, which can be used to post news (and
to publish them via RSS), discussion forums,
trackers, polls and statistics, categories and
structures over the wiki pages, plugins,
embed SQL queries, and so forth...

TikiWiki has a built-in permissions
system that allows fine-grained control
access to a page, a class of pages or
even the whole web, for a user or a
group of users. Group permissions are
hierarchical, ranging from the anonymous visitor, having access only to
the public menus and pages, to the
admin users, who take care of keeping
the site going on.
The groups currently defined at EuroPlanNet are, in order of relevance:
Anonymous < Registered < epn < Editors < Admins

We wish to thank the people who were enthusiastic about this initiative,
specially Francesc Cebrià, Luca Gentile and Kerstin Bartscherer. We also
thank all of you that have already contributed contents to start the
EuroPlanNet web site.
We are looking forward volunteers to enter new contents and to keep the
site up to date. We will appreciate your contribution, see you on the Internet.
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